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The Heptagon pendant shown
in platinum with gold skeleton
watch movement on matching

platinum cable chain.

The Heptagon  CollectionTM

The Heptagon is a seven sided shape.  A shrine to the number 
Seven.  Seven has great cultural, scientific and religious significance; 
its history is enormous.  Its allure includes the seven colors of the 
rainbow, seven seas, seven continents, seven scales of music and 
seven days of the week. The greatest religions in the world all 
acknowledge the mystical significance of Seven, including 
Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Hinduism and Buddhism.  It is more 
than a number.  Its unique and special qualities can be listed ad 
infinitum, its importance reflected across world cultures and history.   

The Heptagon.  Our tribute to Seven. 
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The Heptagon ring collection for Men. 
Standard, Side Stones and Eternity versions

(from left to right), shown in platinum

Heptagon  for Him RingTM

The Heptagon mens ring is 5mm thick and available in three
configurations, Standard, Side Stones and Eternity. Their 
characteristics are as follows:

Custom versions available.

- Purity: 22k gold or 950 platinum
- Optional Black Diamond Carbon coating
- Seven equal length sides
- 151 degree bevel on all sides (1+5+1=7)
- Titanium presentation box

- Color D-E
- Clarity VVS1-VVS2
- Side Stone version: ~0.25 total carat weight
- Eternity Stone version: ~1.75 total carat weight

The versions with diamonds have certified stones with:
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The Heptagon ring collection for Her. 
Standard, Side Stones and Eternity versions

(from left to right), shown in platinum

Heptagon  for Her RingTM

The Heptagon womens ring is 3mm thick and available in three
configurations, Standard, Side Stones and Eternity. Their 
characteristics are as follows:

Custom versions available.

- Purity: 22k gold or 950 platinum
- Optional Black Diamond Carbon coating
- Seven equal length sides
- 151 degree bevel on all sides (1+5+1=7)
- Titanium presentation box

- Color D-E
- Clarity VVS1-VVS2
- Side Stone version: ~0.20 total carat weight
- Eternity Stone version: ~1.00 total carat weight

The versions with diamonds have certified stones with:
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Heptagon  PendantTM

The Heptagon pendant 
is the worlds first 
horological jewelry. It 
houses a fully functional 
Swiss made skeleton 
mechanical watch 
movement suspended 
between two pieces of 
sapphire glass and 
features nearly three 
ounces (81 grams) of 
precious metal. 

Custom versions available.

- Hours, minutes on back side
- 21,600 vibrations per hour
- 17 jewels, 3 Hz.
- Swiss made

The movement has the following specifications:

The Heptagon pendant shown in platinum with gold skeleton
watch movement on matching platinum cable chain.

- Purity: 22k gold or 950 platinum
- Dual sapphire glass panes
- Optional Black Diamond Carbon coating
- 18” matching cable chain
- Seven equal length sides
- 151 degree bevel on all sides (1+5+1=7)
- Titanium presentation case

2” (48mm)

0.35” 
(9mm)



Heptagon  ModelsTM

Model  Materials  Philanthropy
Standard  Gold, Platinum   1 Metric Ton Rice
Side Stones Gold, Platinum, Diamonds 1 Metric Ton Rice
Eternity Gold, Platinum, Diamonds 1 Metric Ton Rice
Thin Eternity* Gold, Platinum, Diamonds  1 Metric Ton Rice
Solitaire* Gold, Platinum, Diamonds  1 Metric Ton Rice

Heptagon for Her Ring

- Heptagon for Her is 3mm thick; for Him is 5mm thick
- Side Stones: total of 14 diamonds (7 on each side)
- Black Diamond Carbon coating option available on all models
- Sizing: Heptagon for Her = US Sizes 3-8,  Heptagon for Him = US Sizes 9-13; quarter sizing
- Funds for philanthropy are donated to an NGO such as the UN World Food Program 
- Rice donation portion is tax deductible for client (certain countries apply)

Model Materials  Philanthropy
Standard  Gold, Platinum   1 Metric Ton Rice
Side Stones Gold, Platinum, Diamonds 1 Metric Ton Rice
Eternity Gold, Platinum, Diamonds 1 Metric Ton Rice

Heptagon for Him Ring

Notes

Model Materials  Philanthropy
Gold Movement Gold, Platinum  1 Metric Ton Rice
Nickel Movement Gold, Platinum  1 Metric Ton Rice
Diamond* Gold, Platinum, Diamonds 1 Metric Ton Rice

Heptagon Pendant

* Upcoming model
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The Heptagon ring shown with 
optional Black Carbon Diamond
coating. Standard in platinum, 

Side Stones in Gold, and Standard
in platinum (from left to right).

The Heptagon  and PhilanthropyTM

Brikk’s ‘profit for philanthropy’ 
model funnels proceeds to assist 
populations around the world 
suffering from hunger and 
starvation. For each product sold, 
a specific amount of rice is 
allocated and distributed to 
those in need through select 
NGOs to areas such as Somalia 
and the Horn of Africa. Brikk’s 
dream is simple: that other 
luxury brands will follow their 
example and adopt a permanent 
‘profit for philanthropy’ model. 
The Heptagon collection features 
a metric ton of rice (1000kg or 
2,200 pounds) distributed to the 
hungry for each piece purchased.

www.brikk.com

About Brikk
Brikk designs and manufactures couture products and accessories for the 
technology, lifestyle, and fashion industries. A percentage of the proceeds from 
each purchase of a Brikk product is given to aid humanitarian efforts in the form 
of rice.  The vision of CEO Cyrus Blacksmith, a former designer of computer 
systems and hi-tech media installations, Brikk’s team consists of elite experts in 
Industrial Design, Engineering, Physics, Marketing and Distribution. Brikk is 
headquartered in Los Angeles where all products are currently manufactured, 
with offices in Germany and future plans to manufacture in Europe.


